Oceanic Teak Furniture
48in Coffee Table Assembly

There are just 4 parts – Top / Shelf / 2 x Legs (Left & Right) brace Plus 8 Brass Bolts & 1 Allen Wrench.
Tools required – Wooden or Rubber Mallet

You will see there are coded stickers on the parts, please align the relevant stickers to make sure the furniture is assembled correctly.
You may need to use a wooden or rubber mallet to tap the sections into place and ensure they are slotted together securely.

1. Lay one leg section on its side with the holes facing up.
2. Insert the table top section making sure any stickers are lined up, it will not slot fully into place yet.
3. Insert the shelf section lining up any stickers and ensuring it slots fully into place
4. Place the remaining leg section on top, lining up the holes and tap securely & fully into place.
5. Carefully rotate the table and stand on its legs – You may need help at this point – Make sure the parts are all tapped securely & fully in place.
6. Insert the brass bolts into the relevant holes on each side and hand tighten, then using the Allen wrench fully tighten each bolt.